Shortage of doctors in vulnerable areas: Challenges and responses in the Brazilian context
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ABSTRACT

The maldistribution of medical professionals by regions is not an exclusive reality of our country and also occurs in different countries in the world context. In Brazil, this reality has a greater proportion due to the presence of rural areas that are difficult to access, with a tendency for professionals to remain concentrated in large urban centers. This study aims to discuss the process of physicians' stay in vulnerable areas in the world and Brazilian context. A bibliographic review was carried out using the databases PubMed, Portal Capes and Google Scholar, selecting studies published in the last five years. Comparing the observations about medical shortages, it is possible to conclude that medical schools have a similar distribution, that is, the regions with greater availability of physicians are those where academic training in medicine occurs.
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INTRODUCTION

The distribution by territory, density and amount of medical professionals is the subject of research and some discussions around the world. This is due to the close relationship of the density of doctors per inhabitant and the quality of life of the population, since the medical professionals are involved in one of the indicators, the human development index (HDI), a fundamental importance for human well-being: health (Hamamoto Filho, 2013). One of the most current global dilemmas in health occurs by way of distribution among health professionals and the population areas (i.e., rural and urban areas), however the focus of scarcity is observed in medical professionals. The solution and the ways to meet this challenge have generated a formulation of considerations and recommendations by the World Health Organization (WHO) featuring recruitment policies, as well as, establishment of medical professionals in rural areas and/or so, in order to solve remote and secure access to healthcare for populations in these areas (WHO, 2010; Silveira et al., 2014). Occurs around the world an uneven distribution of medical professionals. The Nations with the lowest prevalence of diseases have a higher amount of health professionals, as opposed to the countries with the highest prevalence of diseases, which possess a workforce smaller health or reduced. North America, for example, which includes the United States and Canada presents only 10% of the global prevalence of the disease, however approximately 37% of health professionals in the world reside in those regions, causing there to be a spent 50% of above world economy reserved for health. Compared with Africa, which suffers from more than 24% of the global prevalence of the disease, the population did not have access to health, where approximately 3% of health professionals and less than 1% of the world economy are intended for the region, this is even taking into account the relevant issues of the country (i.e., loans and donations received)(CREMESP, 2015).

In Brazil the health professionals, especially medical professionals, concentrate on the Poles (that is, large
population centers) and seek to be close to the educational institutions, the greater quantity of health services and Consequently close to where there is a greater supply of work. Thus, the regions whose development is lagging behind economically despite large territories and rural areas have extensive, notoriously, a greater difficulty to attract and retain health professionals, especially doctors (Alcântara et al., 2013).

In the years 2013 and 2015, the Federal Council of Medicine (CFM) published in its second and third editions, respectively, medical demography research in Brazil, these studies have brought current data of the problem of uneven distribution across the national environment health. The main indicator that was used in the comparison for regions, is the ratio of doctors per thousand inhabitants. The analyses were developed taking into consideration the States and capitals, and data were used for quantification on the doctors registered in regional councils, doctors hired in some health and medical service registered in the system of health (SUS). According to the studies, the ratio in Brazil is 1.9 doctors per thousand inhabitants. If we compare our Brazilian reality with other realities in the world, our country is below Nations like England (2.74), Australia (2.99), Argentina (3.16) and Uruguay (3.74) and additionally our country is above others, as the Chile (1.09), Bolivia (1.2) and Peru (0.9).

Tapering a little more data, is also striking inequality of medical professionals among the regions of Brazil, the concentration takes place primarily in the Southeast and South, economically more developed than in the North and northeast of the country, where the Professional demand is scarce (Alcântara et al., 2013; CREMESP, 2013, 2015).

Just as there is an uneven distribution of the population in the different Brazilian regions medical there is also an unequal distribution of medical courses around the country. It is observed that the distribution of medical schools and the proportion of inhabitants for each school, the level of socio-economic and technological development in the various continents and differentiated, possibly also within each region and subregion. In times of globalization becomes relevant to know and keep track of what occurs in other countries, both as regards medical education, about the educational aspects of other professions in the field of health (Silveira et al., 2014; Campos et al., 2016).

Regarding the future prospects for the issues that permeate the lack of doctors in some parts of the country, there are some actions in order to bring the future doctors to everyday health services by the requirement to spend at least two years of your acting training in basic health units in urgent and emergency of the unified health system (SUS). Other action, regarding the change in formation, is the goal of 11500 openings during the course of medicine in Brazil and 12000 jobs postgraduation until 2020 with a focus on priority regions of the SUS, having as a prerequisite the existence of at least three residences in medical areas in larger areas further as medical clinic, surgery, Pediatrics, gynaecology/obstetrics and family and community medicine (Collar et al., 2015).

The trend of the medical professional in the place where his/her academic process took place, is where graduation was held or where his/her medical specialty takes place. Ironically, the cities with medical education institutions are usually those that exhibit a greater range of health services (that is, hospitals, clinics, health centers and laboratories), that is those who hold higher opportunities and better working conditions. The great stimulus to medical specialties is another process that occurs in the country. The medical specialties organized both the departments and disciplines of universities as medical services in teaching hospitals and clinics. Each year, there are entry into the labour market of a large number of experts that are able to diagnose or treat specific diseases, when in fact there are shortages of professionals in basic areas. It is in this context of massive training of specialists and medical subspecialists in the cities, shortage in the interior and/or rural professional occur, as well as difficulties and high costs of internalization of medicine due to not having the best conditions of exercise of their practices (Matos, 2014; Silveira et al., 2014).

Know, then, that there is indeed a shortage of doctors in cities/rural country. There are a lot more changes in structure of paradigmatic tensions than of changing paradigms, in which arise more questions than answers to them. The question that comes up is: what characterizes sharp professional shortage and the uneven distribution of doctors in Brazil, as well as in the world? An analysis of multiple factors is necessary to bring any answers to this question and then initiate thoughts on appropriate health policies to improve the current situation, thereby improving the health of the population. The feasibility of any change, especially the more intrinsic, needs to be put into practice. It does not seem like only short-term or one-off measures is able to promote a favourable context to these changes (Matos, 2014; Cyrino et al., 2015; Carvalho et al., 2016).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This study involves a search of bibliographical research of the past five years, through scientific articles available in full and free electronic access, using the databases: PubMed, Capes Portal and Google Scholar. We used the keywords: medical shortagesANDworld (31 articles), vulnerable areasANDhealth (41 articles) doctorsANDprimary care (35 articles). After the selection of a priori studies, in order to
answer the question of the review of the scientific literature, 30 articles were selected publications in Portuguese language, being added as supplementary reference 01 (one) book in English of the WHO (2010). The materials were analyzed as its objectives, methodology, results and conclusions. Research has found some limitations on selection of only studies of free access, as well as, have focused on national studies for the thematic discussion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Medical scarcity in vulnerable areas: Answers in the Brazilian context

In the face of this reality, the Ministry of health has mounted, since the 1970, strategies to redesign the current model of health care and training of health professionals, strengthening primary health care through injury prevention, promoting health and ensuring the right to a system of universal health care, and fair. These strategies depart from the Constitution, bypassing the NOB’s, NOAS and the Pact for health, and highlight the programs, such as community health Agents program (PACS) and the family health program (PSF), that showed ways to proffer solutions to the challenges of system (Santos et al., 2015; Campos et al., 2016).

Nevertheless, the problem of shortage of medical professionals was obvious in 2011, leading to the creation of another program, Professional development of primary health care, in which approximately 3000 Brazilian municipalities instructed along the other 13000 professionals doctors. However, in this category, only 4,392 signed up and, of those, only 3,800 were hired (Santos et al., 2016). In view of this permanent lack of doctors willing to labor in primary health care (PHC), and under pressure from the national front of mayors of Brazil, the Brazilian Government sanction in October 2013 law 12,871, which instituted the program (PMM). This new program emerged from a survey of the needs for employment of doctors in the country and has carried out a series of measures to reduce and minimize such a challenge system, representing a continuation of efforts for consolidation of doctors in APS, mainly in rural areas of the country (Campos et al., 2016; Santos et al., 2016; Scheffer et al., 2016). The changes flagged in the law of the PMM focus on undergraduate courses of medicine, dictating the opening of new vacancies and ordering suitability and improvement of curricula to the new National curriculum guidelines (DCN) which were defined by the National Council of education (CNE). The law signals also for changes in medical residencies, so the need to undergo at least one year of general medicine and community (Scheffer, 2016).

In these four years of PMM, were inserted in the SUS over 18000 doctors (big part recruited through international cooperation) in more than 80% of Brazilian municipalities, increasing more than 7000 ESF teams and expanding the 10% population coverage. This highlights the emergency provision, the farthest ends of the Earth, historical discoveries by these professionals assistance (Trindade et al., 2016). However, some of the criticisms have been lodged with the PMM to increase medical courses primarily in urban areas is that, different from investing new medical courses in regions with a shortage of doctors, there should be greater investment in existing courses as a way to enlarge the number of slots and the quality. According to the Federal Council of Medicine, selected places do not have the ability to offer a quality training. Meanwhile, the Brazilian Center for Health Studies (CEBES) disagrees with these arguments and defend and reports the lack of doctors, aiming the creation of courses in places not in the formation (CEBES, 2013; Carvalho et al., 2013; 2016). It is important to stress that the PMM is a program and consists of three structural axes: emergency provision; improving the physical structure the UBS; and expansion of medical schools in Brazil. The prospect is that these actions be continued so that over time the doctors allocated emergency mode can give way to others who may be fixed (Carvalho et al., 2016; Trindade et al., 2016; Cavalcante et al., 2018).

It was noted the low level of harmony between universities (where the professionals) and SUS, because the system demands, mainly of primary care, are not properly covered in the training of new professionals. Considering this situation, in addition to promote the expansion of the number of vacancies and medical courses in order to internalize to a fairer distribution, the PMM promoted the expansion of the fields of knowledge and practices of public health, family health, primary care, Mental Health and Emergency/emergency (Campos et al., 2016; Trindade et al., 2016; Girardi et al., 2016; Costa et al., 2017).

In addition, the new DCN require at least two years of training of these professionals (30% of boarding school) and must happen for basic attention, urgencies and emergencies, allowing greater integration and approximation of scholars with such services and promoting the development of skills and improvement of skills needed to be applied in a medical practice focused on the health needs of the population (Girardi et al., 2016; Kemper et al., 2016; Oliveira et al., 2018). Coupled with this, the law n° 12,871/2013 established even though the residence of family and community medicine is the means of direct access to other medical specialties, requiring professionals who aspire most specialize doctors to pass two years in direct contact with the basic attention. This
measure, in addition to permanent education, is mandatory to contractors in the PMM. It enables preparation of a more primary care, breaking the stigma of the basic attention disqualified (Oliveira et al., 2015; Trindade et al., 2016; Gonçalves Junior et al., 2017).

However, it is important to stress that attracting more doctors to rural areas is not the only challenge. In addition to the amount of doctors and proper training, these professionals are social limitations to live together with their families in regions difficult to access not only the health but also education and basic needs services (that is, banks, Commerce, leisure). It is necessary to take into consideration the environment in which the Professional is inserted. Policies to combat this challenge must focus on changing the work process, generating an integration between universities and health services, thus resulting in a satisfactory reality for the population (Maciel-Lima et al., 2017; Martins et al., 2017).

In addition to the improvements of the work environment, promoting facilities, supplies and equipment suitable for both doctors and multidisciplinary team of health, are essential fiscally sustainable investments as free shipping, holiday paid and housing aid. Also, it is necessary to support the motivation of health workers residents of rural areas, through career development plans, thus enabling a satisfying work environment for professionals who come to install. For urban, conditions are important to have contextual actions with regard to infrastructure and services, such as sanitation, telecommunications and schools (Queiroz, 2014; Ranieri, 2017).

Regarding issues related to the quality of life of doctors in rural areas and shortages, there was cooperation between Brazil and Cuba, where the PMM was considered by the Brazilian Government, after two years of coming into force, as the largest initiative in the national territory with a focus on combating shortage. Therefore, it is essential to state that this triangular cooperation between Brazil and Cuba was the right answer and immediate to the provision of doctors' APS services in these areas of greater vulnerability (Ranieri, 2017; Alves et al., 2017).

Medical scarcity in vulnerable areas: Final thoughts and perspectives.

The theme of the shortage of doctors is delicate and requires a harmony between measures and actions, at both national and international levels. Actions and strategies for the short, medium and long term must be drawn and constantly evaluates the, noting how the consolidation of these changes, and especially not losing focus on the horizon intended to settle (Alves et al., 2017; Oliveira et al., 2017). Are extremely important social and educational measures that purport to positively transform the education doctor, making a formation based on the public health system for the public.

The distribution of medical professionals by regions is a fact presented not only in our country as in other countries in the world context. In Brazil this reality is greater in rural areas and difficult to access, the naturally occurring concentration of these professionals in economic poles and in large population centers. The medical courses have similar distribution, making the regions with greater availability of doctors other than those that have medical training, that because there is a greater tendency to fixation of residences in the region where the degree (Alves et al., 2017).

In this context, it was observed that one of the key strategies in addition to the increase in medical courses in Brazil is a warning aimed at the distribution of these courses for most regions, which will promote the participation of actions during training and trend-setting of these housing professionals in the region (Queiroz, 2014; Trindade et al., 2016; Oliveira et al., 2017).

Another issue to be highlighted are the conditions of the exercise of medical practices, that it is not just enough to enter the professional in distant regions, it is necessary to also offer the minimum conditions for a proper job. This generates a cost perspective due to the deployment of trainers courses to the structuring of appropriate spaces for the provision of services (Schneideret al., 2015; Oliveira et al., 2017).

Although the Government is developing programs to media actions and medium-and long-term strategies with regard to the formation and distribution of trainers courses by regions, the problem of public health in Brazil is concentrating mainly on distribution of infrastructural resources and in the management of these resources and their applications to local needs. Besides, the lure of health professionals is the issue of housing in remote regions, because often this professional will need to take their family to reside in the region (Oliveira et al., 2017).

Conclusion

It is in this context that there is a shortage of medical professionals and discouragementof new professionals in some parts of the country. However, despite the strategic actions of the Government and of the formulation and implementation of projects aimed at the reduction of these inequalities, the control and constant reappraisal of these practices need to exist parallel to a management model that seeks the effectiveness and efficiency of executing policies, together with the improvements of the conduct, along with financial incentives and social benefits in the form of
attractive and social infrastructure and urban conditions. It is these aspects that we should think as citizens, and search for an immediate response, bearing in mind the internal structural process of organizations of public health policies. Inexercising right and having domain duty, we should get the solution through the PMM, that is, through the reformulations of the academies of medicine. The health system suffering with the sloppiness of the structural organization of who is part of the system, who runs, and who exercises daily. This reformulation is needed now, always aiming to fulfill the role of the SUS, including universal access and regionalization.
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